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Mathematics Assessment (CfE) - Level 3

(MNU 3 - 22a)

I can find the probability of a simple event happening and explain 
why the consequences of the event, as well as its probability, should 
be considered when making choices. (3-22a).  By applying my 
understanding of probability, I can determine how many times I 
expect an event to occur, and use this information to make 
predictions, risk assessment, informed choices and decisions. (4-22a).

1. A bag contains 5 lollies, 6 turkish delights and 10 sugar mice.  

a If one of these is picked at random, what is the probability 
it will be a turkish delight ?

b If it is a turkish delight and is not put back into the bag, what  
is the probability that the next item out will be a sugar mouse ?

2. A group of people were asked if they used a hand toothbrush or an electric one.

The results are shown in the table.

What is the probability that a
person chosen at random from 
this sample will :-

a use an electric toothbrush ?

b be over 50 and use a hand toothbrush ?

3. Laura discovered that the probability of her choosing an orange creme, 
her favourite, from a box of chocolates was 0·25.

When she counted, she discovered there were 6 orange cremes in the box.  

How many chocolates were there in the box altogether ?

4. A daily newspaper, selling 50 000 copies,  made an offer :- 

Open the envelope inside to see if you have won a £5 voucher !

The probability of winning one of these vouchers was set at 0·0003. 

How much would the newspaper have to pay in prize money on its 50 000 sales ?

5. A red dice and a green dice were rolled at the same time.

 By writing out all the combinations, calculate the probability of getting :-

a a double 5. b a total of 10 or more from both dice.

6. A sack contains 3 oranges, 5 apples and some plums.  

One of the fruit is chosen at random.

The probability of a plum being chosen is 
 
1
3 .

How many plums must there be in the sack ?

Whenever possible, answers 
should be in their simplest form.

Hand Electric

aged 50 or under 10 25

aged over 50 30 15

Toothbrush
Age


